
Marginalia

How are you doing in times of Corona?



Do you somtimes feel that you should eventually undergo a change of perspective?

Look at things from a different standpoint?



Are you depressed about the latest developments? 

Sad, frustrated, 

confused, anxious?

Do you miss the company of good
friends and conversations?



We feel the same and understand your distress. 

Time is stretching out as looooong as a chewing gum.



Your head starts turning and you don‘t even know where it is…

Here????



Or rather there?



Finally you start spinning yarn…



Big time!



Or you see white mice. Actually, if there had ever been mice on this image, 
we have a very uneasy feeling about where they ended up….



Some of us are really sick of all these
problems.



It is not even possible to go to a hairdesser‘s in 
order to get a new creative haircut.



No wonder, you feel restricted in 
your freedom of movement. 

Sometimes you just want to break 
free and do something crazy.



But remember: Safety first! So please keep your distance from your loved ones.

Because currently, distance is a 
sign of deep affection…..



Slowly by slowly you realise what we are aiming at, don‘t you?
Our advice: Look at medieval manuscripts!

They are so beautiful and they lift your spirit. 
Honestly! O.k., this sort of boat trip may not be
feasible in reality nowadays: too little space for
maintaining minimum distance!



What about a horse ride in the
woods? Of course alone!



And please beware that no one takes a 
picture of you head on. That really looks
somewhat silly and visibly burdens your
soul.



Simple, rural, outdoor entertainments
are recommendable.



If you want to play hide and seek, 
please do not all choose the same 
tree, folks! Minimum distance!!!



Eat healthy, it improves your endogenous defence! 



Play music that is good for your
soul. But don‘t jangle your
neighbours‘ nerves. 



They might strike back.



In these days you could even consider
wearing your most daring hat. Nobody 
has time to get in a lather abour your
latest cheesiness.



This is not a recommendable
leisure activity…



This neither – not really…
Unless someone literally bought
ALL the toilet paper just before
you entered the shop….



Our suggestion: Look at the „Löffelspiel“ (spoon game)! It was popular in the Middle Ages and even today you
can heartily laugh about it. And you certainly know: Laughter is the best medicine!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ggI07S8v3E

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ggI07S8v3E


But above all: Stay healthy and full of optimism. We have to
stand together in these difficult times. Bring others joy and 
happiness, you can do it without getting to close physically. 

We wish you all the best:
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